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Aims
The aims of this paper are to determine the attitudes of the consumer-facing Ontario wine trade

toward Ontario-produced VQA1 sparkling wine ("VSW"), to compare and assess these attitudes,
and to contribute new, evidence-based research that may significantly assist stakeholders seeking
to promote the growth of the Ontario VSW market.
The groups consulted for this research were sommeliers, retailers, and current and former Liquor
Control Board of Ontario (“LCBO”) buyers (who were included to provide a further expert point
of view).
At the time of this paper’s writing, there is no completed, published research of the topic in the
industry. In fact, consumer research is just beginning at Brock University (CCOVI News, 2014).
Exploratory interviews revealed that the attitudes of the local wine trade toward VSW are not
fully understood, and that an analysis of the opinions of the trade is anticipated to be of significant
practical use.
The production of VSW in Ontario has more than doubled during the past decade, with over
40 wineries that produce at least one VSW today.2 A significant number of interview subjects
expressed belief in the strong potential of VSWs for future growth. This paper seeks to assess the
extent to which this sentiment reflects sommelier and retailer opinion.
The research methodology included initial, semi-structured3 trade interviews to determine scope

stands for “Vintners Quality Alliance” and in this paper means VQA Ontario, which is the “regulatory
agency responsible for maintaining the integrity of local wine appellations and enforcing winemaking and labelling
standards.” (VQAOntario.ca). All VQA wines are made from 100% Ontario-grown grapes. (WineCountryOntario.ca). Furthermore, virtually all sparkling wines produced from 100% Ontario grapes are classified and sold as
“VQA,” ensuring that the analysis in this paper is comprehensive.
1 VQA

2 Although

this number is always changing. Fewer than 40 wineries were identified as VSW producers at the
start of this research in 2014. An update from CCOVI, Brock University in May 2015 and work completed for this
study, identify about 50 VSW producers in current or near production. See Appendix 11.5 for a current list of VSW
producer names.
3 “Semi-structured”

interviews as defined by Denscombe, 2010 and others: not merely observational (“unstructured”) and not only using closed (“structured”), but also open-ended questions and encouraging participant dialogue.

1

and questions for further study.4 This phase aided development of a detailed, quantitative online
survey of the Ontario sommelier-retailer-buyer segment of the broader wine trade. The results from
the latter group form the foundation of this research paper. For ease of reference, the surveyed
sommelier-retailer-buyer segment will be referred to as the “Ontario Wine Trade” or “OWT.”
Finally, a broad review of all interviews was conducted to add qualitative depth to the conclusions covering a wide set of VSW product attributes (as described in Section 5.2).

2

Introduction
There are many reasons to believe in the future growth of VSW in Ontario. VSW sales are

increasing rapidly, outpacing the total still wine category in the domestic Ontario market (LCBO
SOD, 2015; Pinkney, 2015).5 Value is increasing faster than volume (Brine, 2014, pers. comm.).
There is ample room to increase VSW category share, as VSW is underdeveloped compared to
total VQA wine in the Ontario market. The production share of VSW (as part of total VQA wine)
is in the same range as that of Icewine at 2.2% vs 2.7% (2011 - 14 average, VQA Ontario, 2015).
However, Icewine is a highly specialized, niche product with much more limited usage occasions
than VSW (Pratt, 2014, pers. comm.).
Among the many individual interviews with key local wine trade figures, the most compelling
reasons given for confidence in the future of VSW were structural: a sufficiently cool climate,
suitable soil types, and grape varieties well-matched to sparkling wine (“SW”) production (Gamble
2015, Kassebaum 2015 & Piccoli 2014, all pers. comm.). The breadth of experience among Ontario
winemakers is also positive: many have worked globally or moved to Ontario from outside Canada.

4 In cases such as this, where little previous material exists, accepted best-practice research methods call for
an exploratory phase (Wearing 2015, pers. comm.; Bermingham 2014, pers. comm.). See also Ritchie, Lewis,
McNaughton Nicholls & Ormston 2014, p. 42.

this paper, “SOD” refers to the Liquor Control Board of Ontario (“LCBO”) retail monopoly’s sale
of data. These statistics are available to the trade by paid subscription. In many cases, new analysis was applied
to the SOD resources for this paper
in order to answer specific questions
around
VSW.
5 Throughout

2

VSW has growth potential given that demand for SW in Canada lags behind that of similar
English-speaking, developed markets (Pinkney, 2015). VSW production has doubled in the decade
2004-2014, suggesting growth capacity beyond the current single-digit market share (VQA Ontario,
2015).
In the OWT, VSW potential has not yet been studied and understood. VSW viticulture and
winemaking studies have just begun at Brock University and the University of Guelph. Brock
University has also launched research focused on the VSW consumer (CCOVI News, 2014; Guelph
Mercury, 2013). There is a clear need to study the attitudes of Ontario sommeliers, retailers and
buyers to understand and validate options for future strategy and action.
To this end, a questionnaire was created, tailored to suit each of four OWT subgroups: Sommeliers (“Sommeliers”), LCBO Product Consultants (“PCs”),6 LCBO Buyers (“Buyers”), and Cellar
Door Managers at wineries selling VSW (“Cellar Door”). The customized questionnaires minimized bias by guiding respondents from general to more specific topic areas, ultimately leading to
VSW (Kotler & Keller, 2006; Wearing 2015, pers. comm.). A broad range of product attributes
was probed through more than 40 questions in each questionnaire.
This study excludes non-VQA SW because the non-VQA category (commonly known as International Canadian Blends or “ICB”) includes up to 75% foreign wine under Ontario regulations,
and therefore does not fully represent the local industry. ICB wines occupy the lowest price tiers.
These were not identified as likely growth areas in the exploratory phase. This view is substantiated by an analysis of National and LCBO price band data (see Sections 6.3 & 6.4 below) (Brine,
2014-2015, pers. comm.; Pinkney, 2015; LCBO SOD, 2015). Also see Appendix 11.1.
Placing VSW in context in terms of style, about 70% of the VSW wines listed at the LCBO
6 Product

Consultants are the most highly trained retail employees at the LCBO, and are largely responsible
for managing the “Vintages” store-within-a-store sections. Vintages is the specialty arm of the LCBO, with 272
locations within the overall LCBO retail network of 657 stores, of which about 200 are staffed by PCs. (LCBO
website
information,
accessed
June
2015).
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as of May 2015 are produced by the Traditional Method (“TM”), the rest being Charmat Method
(“CM”).7 No other methods are permitted for the production of VSW by regulation (Government
of Ontario, 2015). From the same set of data, about 80% of VSWs are produced using the “classic”
sparkling grape varieties Chardonnay and Pinot Noir. The remainder are produced from a range
including Riesling, Gamay, Sauvignon Blanc and other varieties. As to wine colour, about 85% of
current VSWs on LCBO shelves are white, and the remainder rosé (there are only a handful of red
VSWs produced in Ontario).

3

Industry Statistics Review

3.1

Global Context for VQA Sparkling Wine (“VSW”)

SW sales are growing within the small global segment. SW accounts for 11% of total wine sales
globally (but is growing at 4.5% annually). The rate of innovation (as measured by new product
launches at 16% in 2014 versus 13% in 2009) is increasing (Felgate, 2014, p. 17). Consumption
frequency places SW in third place behind red and white wine (though ahead of rosé and fortified
wines) (Felgate, 2014, p.

21). SW is therefore a significant, though not dominant, category

worldwide.

3.2

Canada and Ontario: Current Sparkling Wine (“SW”) Market

The domestic market forms a crucial growth opportunity for VSW. Sparkling wine production
has been increasing in Canada, with VSW more than doubling in Ontario during the decade 20042014 (VQA Ontario, 2015). Yet SW represents only 3.2% of the total wine category in Canada.8 In
other major English-speaking markets, comparable share is: USA 5.4%, UK 7.9%, and Australia
9.0%.9 The expectation of SW growth is supported by sales in Canadian retail, which have been

7 See

Appendix 11.6 for a list of current VSW wines at the LCBO.

8 IWSR

2013 quoted in Pinkney, 2015

9 Association

of Canadian Distillers data (“ACD”), Dec. 2014 and Pinkney, 2015

4

growing by a compound annual growth rate (“CAGR”) of +7.1% (value, 2010 - 2014). This is
notably greater than the CAGR of total wine at 4.7%.10 SW of domestic origin accounts for only
12% value of all SW sales in Canada, far lower than the comparable share for domestic table wine.
All observations suggest ample room for the growth of VSW.

3.3

Number of Wineries Producing VSW in Ontario
The local Ontario wine industry also appears to be headed toward SW growth, with the number

of VSW producers steadily increasing. There are 145 registered VQA member wineries in 2015
(VQA Ontario, 2015). An internal list maintained by Brock University’s CCOVI11 shows approximately 50 VSW producers as of May 2015. About one in three Ontario wineries is currently
producing VSW. About 20 Ontario wineries have active VSW sales at the LCBO.12 See Appendix
11.5 and 11.6 for producer lists.

4

Exploratory Trade Interviews

4.1

Introduction
The broader OWT was consulted through semi-structured interviews about the Ontario wine

market, VQA wines as a whole and VSW specifically. From September 2014 through April 2015,
more than 35 interviews were conducted with a cross-section of VSW producers, marketers and
influencers,13 and media, who were not included in the survey proper. Several Buyers and Sommeliers were also interviewed; their views will be explored more fully later. Interviewees answered
a standard set of questions but were also permitted to introduce new topics.
Most interviews were done in person, in locations across Ontario. Additional interviews were

10 ACD,
11 The
12 As

May 2014 and Brine, 2014 pers. comm.

Cool Climate Oenology and Viticulture Institute at Brock University, St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada

reported during the 2014 - 2015 Fiscal Year (“FY”) (LCBO SOD, 2015).

this context, “influencers” meant acknowledged experts in the wine trade who did not fit into one of the
other classifications.
13 In

5

conducted with winemakers and marketers in British Columbia, the second largest VSW producing
region in Canada. These interviews confirmed significant differences between the British Columbia
and Ontario wine industries (e.g. market structure, climate, varieties and regulation). Given the
dissimilarities between the regions, this paper’s scope was limited to Ontario.14

4.2

Findings from the Exploratory Interviews
Several significant findings emerged from the exploratory phase.

1. VSW is recognized as an important emerging style by the OWT.
2. Ontario’s climate, grape varieties and soil types are all well-suited to the production of SW. These aspects of “terroir” offer great promise but more study of site selection
and refinement of viticulture and winemaking techniques is needed.
3. Although a broad range of expertise is already present in the OWT, even more
outside consulting and investment is required if VSW producers are to gain momentum and
successfully compete in the Ontario market. A coordinated effort by producers is needed to
ensure success.
4. Increased regulation of VSW in Ontario is not desired. Producers want the flexibility
to use all SW production methods, a mix of grape varieties and aging regimens.
5. Little support exists to create an exclusively traditional method (“TM”) identity
for Ontario VSW.
6. The Ontario VSW industry needs to increase production to move beyond its current
niche status.

14 See

Appendix 11.3 for a complete list of the individual interviews conducted.

6

7. Strong future growth is almost universally anticipated for VSW by the OWT,
despite general challenges and specific barriers noted.
Qualitative comments from the exploratory interviews and selected open-ended survey questions
are contained in Appendix 11.8 and 11.9.

5

Methodology

5.1

Introduction
An online survey was chosen as the best approach to to quantify the views of the OWT. This

method was also expected to enable the optimal participation of respondents in a short time
period. Although the majority of the questions were multiple-choice, matrix or Likert-scale type,
open-ended questions were also included to allow for informative supplementary comments.15 The
author consulted several market research experts in developing the questionnaires.16

5.2

Survey Design
The survey group comprised four distinct (but related) OWT segments. The commonalities

and differences among them merit study. A single master survey was developed, then modified
for each group using page and question logic and other forms of “funneling,” which guided the
flow of questions based on prior responses. . As noted in the introduction, the four segments
were: Ontario Sommeliers (“Sommeliers”), LCBO Product Consultants (“PCs”), LCBO Buyers
(“Buyers”), and Cellar Door Managers at wineries selling VSW (“Cellar Door”).
The survey was designed to probe respondents’ views about VSW including:

of these open-ended questions elicited many responses. For example, the question asking for “Any
other comments (pro or con) about Ontario VQA sparkling wine?” garnered 25 Sommelier responses from a total
of 76 completed surveys. A collection of the most relevant comments is included in Appendix 11.8.
15 Several

16 Sincere

acknowledgments to Peter Wearing of the Independent Wine Education Guild and The Small Winemakers Collection (and a decade of experience at TNS Canadian Facts, a market research company), Jennifer
Bermingham of Strategic Navigator, and Patricia Pinkney of Constellation Brands Canada, all located in the
Toronto
area.
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1. Quality of VSW
2. Price/value of VSW
3. The degree to which VSW’s wine style matches customer needs
4. Suitability of VSW for particular usage occasions
5. Overall commitment to VSW (and VQA wine overall)
6. Differentiating factors of VSW vs other origins
7. Advantages and disadvantages of VSW (facilitating factors and barriers)
Where applicable, VSW was considered in relation to all VQA wine and competing origins. This
was necessary to study comparisons and to understand VSW’s place within the larger market.
The questionnaire consisted of seven core sections, with about 40 questions in total.

Each

questionnaire was tested in advance of activation to ensure its clarity. It was anticipated that approximately 15 minutes was required to complete the survey. All surveys ended with demographic
questions about each respondent, to allow for cross-referencing and to permit further analysis of
age, experience and location.

5.3

Selection of Sample Group
Since the research involved well-defined expert trade groups rather than consumers, sample

selection was on a non-probability basis, using a combination of quota and purposive methods.17
The Sommelier cluster was primarily selected by quota methods, while all the others could be considered to be purposive. There is no official list of sommeliers in Ontario, therefore membership in
the Canadian Association of Professional Sommeliers (“CAPS”), the single most active sommelier
17 “Quota” selects a sample group from an established category considered important for inclusion, while “purposive” consists of a handpicked selection (Denscombe, 2010, pp. 34-36).

8

trade organization in Ontario, was used for the core selection. The CAPS membership was later
augmented by an additional smaller group through a consultation with several experts in the On
Trade.18 The PCs are a fixed group of just under 270 subjects with no uncertainty in respondent
selection. Although other LCBO retail employees (store managers and clerks) also interact with
customers, they were not polled because PCs are the most knowledgeable and fully trained. Buyers
and Cellar Door were also groups having little uncertainty in their sample pools.19

5.4

Survey Delivery and Analysis Methods
The total population of the four identified OWT sectors was just over 500. It was anticipated

that respondents would be willing and interested in participating, despite the fact that the scope of
the survey was by design not revealed in advance. Nevertheless, multiple follow-ups were required,
especially within the Sommelier and PC segments (discussed later). Incentives were offered where
possible to encourage respondents to fully complete the questions. It was originally anticipated
that the surveys would need to be active for a period of about two weeks. Due to the privacy
policies of the LCBO and CAPS, it was not possible to contact respondents directly, so the survey
was kept open for all of April 2015.
Data analysis was initially done through the Survey Monkey application (the system which was
used to deliver the questionnaire itself). Microsoft Excel tools and statistical methods were also
used. Weighting parameters were employed within the survey itself, allowing for Likert-scale and
ranking comparisons to be made with numerical values assigned to specific responses.
In summary, there were 259 completed responses representing 51% of a total sample population
of 503. As shown in Table 5.1, the results of this survey are accurate to within ±4.25% at the 95%
18 Those

consulted included Jamie Drummond, sommelier and senior editor at Good Food Revolution, Jennifer
Huether, MS, Will Predhomme, sommelier and consultant, Evan Saviolidis, sommelier and wine writer, and Ramesh
Srinivasan, Professor of Hospitality at Humber College, Toronto.
19 A

very small number (2 - 3) of past LCBO Buyers were not contacted. Also VSW producing wineries are
increasing
year
by
year,
and
some
have
no
Cellar
Door.

9

confidence level, although the corresponding margin of error is higher among smaller sub-groups.
The statistical validity of the survey as a whole is discussed in the next section.
Sommeliers

LCBO PCs

LCBO
Buyers

Cellar
Door

Total

Population

185

267

15

36

503

Total Responses

113

254

15

31

413

Completed
Responses

76

141

15

27

259

Completed
Responses (% of
Pop.)

41%

53%

100%

75%

51%

8.65

5.68

0

9.56

4.25

Confidence Interval
(MoE - assumed 95%
Confidence)

Table 5.1 – Survey responses by Segment and Total

5.5

Limitations
One limitation of this study might be said to exist among sommeliers: many in the On Trade

are not part of any official certifying body, including CAPS, the most relevant sommelier trade
organization. The number of sommeliers working in Ontario is unknown and this study does not
claim to have represented all views in the sommelier community, but the research author believes
a representative sample was obtained.
It should also be noted that every survey segment polled here possesses some degree of vested
interest in the local Ontario wine industry. This may well have influenced the answers given to
the opinion-based questions (though not those which were entirely fact-based). Several questions
relating to consumer behaviour within the survey are acknowledged to have been answered from
a secondary (but not a hearsay) point of view. It was not the intention of this paper to fully
explore consumer attitudes toward VSW, though the study’s findings are expected to be shared
with researchers undertaking a consumer-based investigation.20

20 Research

under the direction of Dr. Tek Thongpapanl of Brock University’s marketing department (CCOVI

News, 2014).
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From the start of this project, the goal was to reach a high enough response rate with the
survey group to allow for a confidence level of 95%, with a 5% confidence interval.

This was

achieved in spite of the previously mentioned limitations to individual follow-up among the CAPS
and PC groups. The survey response is strongly representative of the consumer-facing wine trade
in Ontario and should be considered to provide a solid basis for analysis .

6

Survey Results and Analysis

6.1

Introduction to the Questionnaire
The survey was designed to investigate the major VSW attribute areas defined above in Section

5.2. The questionnaire was structured to minimize bias by introducing more general wine concepts
first, then VQA wine, then VSW questions. The survey analysis here will not proceed question to
question, but instead group together relevant sections through major topic areas.
6.1.1

Geographical Distribution and Validation of Respondents

For a more detailed note regarding the geographical distribution of respondents and information on the preliminary (validation) section of the survey covering roles and responsibilities, see
Appendix 11.4.

6.2

Wine Quality
Finding
➤ The OWT believes high-quality VQA wines and VSWs are being produced
in Ontario and are widely accessible, posing no barriers
One of the most important areas of inquiry was the quality of wines being pro-

duced, which was probed by asking whether “Ontario wineries are making top-quality VQA
wines and VSW.” The answer was unequivocal: the majority of respondents (more than 90%) were
in some level of agreement that top quality wines are being made, with a marginally higher level of
11

agreement for VQA wine than for VSW. This is a very positive response for both VQA and
VSW. It leads to the conclusion that there is no intrinsic quality barrier identified
for either type by the OWT. For VSW, wine quality should be considered a positive
facilitating factor.

Figure 6.1 – Ontario wineries are making top quality VQA/VSW wines

Given that Ontario wineries are producing top-quality wines, are the better wines difficult
to source for the Ontario trade?

This question was asked since access to top wines could be

another factor limiting growth. Respondents disagreed slightly with this statement, suggesting
that access to good quality VSW is not at issue for the OWT.

Figure 6.2 – It can be difficult to source quality VQA / VSW Wines

12

6.3

Price/Value
Finding
➤ Best Selling Price Bands Overall (Off Trade $15 - 20 and On Trade $45 - 60)
are equivalent and aligned
To better understand the core price bands that are most profitable for both the On and Off

Trade channels, the LCBO Sale of Data (SOD) was consulted.

A comparison of respondents’

claimed best-selling price ranges to the LCBO SOD assists in validating the plausibility of the
survey responses.
The researcher also wanted to understand the best-selling price ranges for wines in general,
to set a context for the VSW pricing questions which followed. The primary objective was to
understand which core price band(s) were driving sales.
Respondents seemed to know their businesses well, as their answers were corroborated by the
statistical data. In addition, the Off and On Trade segments both identifed the $15 – 20 range (or
equivalent) as their best-selling.
Off Trade: There is price migration upwards in Ontario retail. The best-selling price
band for wine of all types (encompassing all retail respondents) was identified as $15 - 20. This
is just above the actual LCBO SOD, where the $12.50 - 15.00 price band leads. This makes
directional sense since the adjacent (higher) LCBO SOD $15- 20 bracket is growing strongly while
the adjacent (lower) $10.00 - 12.50 band is declining.21
On Trade: The slight price premium reported by Sommelier survey respondents above that
of the LCBO empirical data, suggests that the group polled here is representative of premium-tier
establishments rather than everyday/casual dining. The best-selling price band for Somme-

21 LCBO

SOD, 2015; Rolling Year (“RY”), May 2015.

13

liers was $45 - 60, which aligns with an equivalent $15 - 20 retail bracket in cost.22
Once again, this band sits just above the actual LCBO SOD, where the leading licensee price range
is $12.50 - 15.00. But the greatest momentum lies within the $17.50+ price band.
A chart illustrating the best-selling LCBO price bands for both Off and On Trade purchasers
can be found in Appendix 11.7.
Finding
➤ A qualified positive factor: the OWT believes VSW to be of better value
than total VQA, but are divided about whether VSW is too expensive
overall
When asked if VQA and VSW were perceived as “too expensive,” the overall result was close
to NEUTRAL. But it is of particular significance that VSW was considered to offer better value
than total VQA wine.23 This is a positive sign for VSW: a much greater percentage of respondents
“Strongly Disagreed” that VSW was too expensive than those who “Strongly Agreed.”

Figure 6.3 – Ontario VQA/VSW wines are too expensive

22 A 3x restaurant markup over cost is assumed. A poll of 12 respondents taken from the overall Sommelier group
in this survey returned a range of 2.5 - 4x markup over cost, with a most common indicated rate of 3x markup.
23 The

weighted average for all respondents combined was 2.59 for VSW and 2.38 for VQA total wine. A higher
score here is more positive, with 2.5 considered “neutral’ on a scale of 1 to 4 defined as 1 = “Agree Strongly”, 2 =
“Agree
Slightly”,
3
=
“Disagree
Slightly”
and
4
=
“Disagree
Strongly.”
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6.4

Optimum VSW Pricing Analysis
Findings
➤ Although the On and Off Trade are roughly aligned, Sommeliers expect
lower pricing than retailers
➤ Existing VSW pricing fits within the value expectations of the OWT,
though TM VSW wines push the upper limit, especially in the On Trade
➤ The OWT believes that Charmat VSW needs to be priced under $20, while
TM VSW can stretch up to $30 retail
Four questions were asked as part of a standard market research sequence to determine the

OWT’s views towards the pricing of VSW.24 Plotting the responses of both the On and Off Trade
in the charts that follow enables easy identification of the range of acceptable pricing for TM
and charmat method (“CM”) VSW. The point where the “Bargain” and “Too Expensive” lines
meet represents the highest acceptable price point, while the intersection of the “Too Cheap” and
“Getting Expensive” lines represents the lowest price point at which quality is not questioned. The
“Optimal Price Point,” defined as the intersection of the “Too Expensive” and “Too Cheap” lines,
is the point at which a similar number of respondents believe a product is too expensive as too
cheap.
The ideal $15 - 20 price range for CM VSW places it squarely into the top-selling
price band for all wine at the LCBO, while the ideal price band for TM VSW is $20 30. Analyzing this from another angle, by the average price between the “Bargain” and “Getting
Expensive” categories (see Appendix 11.7), suggests a “sweet spot” of $19.50 for CM VSW

24 Respondents

were asked two parallel
segments), stating a price at which VSW
GAIN,” c) “GETTING EXPENSIVE, but
the so-called van Westendorp PSM (Price

questions (one each for TM and CM, separately for On and Off Trade
was a) “SO CHEAP that you would question its quality,” b) “A BARyou still might consider it,” and d) “TOO EXPENSIVE.” This follows
Sensitivity Meter) model; see for example Weiner, 2001, pp. 111-122.
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Figure 6.4 – Ideal VSW Retail Pricing: Charmat and Traditional Methods (n = 172)

and about $27 for TM VSW. This just places CM VSW into the upper portion of the topselling $15 - 20 price band for all wine, while TM VSW demands a significant price premium
whether or not consumers understand the method and its increased expense. How well do these
optimum prices fit the LCBO actual pricing? Figure 6.6 contains a pricing analysis of VSWs
recently available at the LCBO25 and shows a good match between the OWT’s identified ideal
price and current retail price.

Figure 6.5 – Actual VSW Pricing at LCBO: Median $24.95 – CM $14.95 and TM $28.10

CM VSW’s average current retail of just over $15 earns it a spot in the “Bargain” tier, while
TM VSW’s average retail of about $27.50 places it close to the “Getting Expensive” category.

25 LCBO

SOD, 2015; 30 total skus
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Therefore, though VSW pricing fits within the range of the retail OWT’s value expectations, TM VSW is in the high end.
The same pricing question was posed to Sommeliers, asking for printed prices on their wine
lists rather than retail cost.

Figure 6.6 – Ideal On Trade VSW Pricing: Charmat and Traditional Methods (n = 71)

Assuming a most typical 3x markup, the price bands in the figure above convert to an ideal
On Trade cost of about $12 - 16 for CM VSW and about $17 - 20 for TM VSW.
Analyzed again from the further perspective of average price between the “Bargain” and “Getting
Expensive” categories, the On Trade “sweet spot” would be $45 for CM VSW, and $60 for TM
VSW, which convert to a cost of about $15 for CM VSW and $20 for TM VSW. The two
calculations align.
Despite the wide markup variation in the On Trade (including the common use of a sliding
scale, where markups decrease as wines become more expensive), the Sommelier responses are all
lower in price than those of the retail OWT. It is clear that Sommeliers expect lower pricing
than their retail counterparts, especially for TM VSW. The low cost demanded for TM
VSW means VSW producers will have to offer wines at lower prices, or smaller markups will have
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to be applied to meet these expectations.26

6.5

Sparkling Wine: Style and Production Method Preferences
Finding
➤ The OWT believes consumers prefer fruitier SW styles (though “toasty”
styles were also highly noted)
➤ This supports continuing both CM and TM VSW production as is the
current situation in Ontario
Four different SW style descriptors were created to determine which SW styles respondents

perceived as most successful with their customers. These were “Off Dry and Fruity,” “Fruity and
Dry,” “Toasty and Complex,” and “Lean and Mineral.”27
The style descriptors mentioning “Fruity” were considered to be the most successful
for SW, with “Dry” performing better than “Off Dry.” The “Toasty and Complex” style was also
considered quite successful, while the “Lean and Mineral” category was the least favoured option.
Though the results here were varied, an ideal SW style could be defined as flavourful and balanced,
not excessively dry, but possessing a touch of residual sweetness.
Among the individual trade sectors, the strongest level of success overall was attributed
by Cellar Door to the “Off Dry and Fruity” and “Fruity and Dry” styles, and this mirrored
PC opinion.28 One conclusion is that retail customers place an emphasis on fruit over complexity
(or minerality), and this relationship deserves to be explored more fully through Brock University’s
26 See

Appendix 11.6 where the lowest priced TM VSW is Chateau des Charmes Brut at $22.95. However, it
should be understood that restaurants receiving direct deliveries from Ontario wineries receive an approximate 10
- 15% discount over retail (Kluane Chow, Constellation Brands financial manager, 2015, pers. comm.) so a $20
licensee cost is possible.
27 The

four descriptors were intended to cover the following leading origins, without stating them by name (and
therefore potentially biasing responses): Prosecco style, Crémant style, Champagne or Premium NW style, and Cava
or a more austere Champagne style. Input from the exploratory interviews was used in creating these descriptors.
28 Cellar

at

Door weighted averages were 3.73 and 3.67 for “Off Dry & Fruity” and “Fruity & Dry”, with 1 = Not
All
Successful
and
4
=
Very
Successful.
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upcoming consumer-specific study. As a slight variation, the Sommelier and LCBO Buyer segments
both favoured the “Fruity and Dry” and “Toasty and Complex” descriptors. A possible
reason for the strength of “Toasty and Complex” is the popularity of Champagne in both of these
segments. Finally, the SW style deemed least successful (by all but Cellar Door), was the
“Lean and Mineral” category, which is in line with the commonly held belief that
New World consumers value fruitier wine styles over those defined by structure first.

Figure 6.7 – Success of SW styles by respondent group

Finding
➤ Most consumers don’t know the difference between SW production
methods, suggesting a need for continuing education
The exploratory interview phase suggested that consumers might prefer TM over CM SW, but
a convincing majority answered that “customers don’t know the difference.”29 This
raises the question of whether or not production method matters for VSW, especially since the
Ontario industry has not united behind a single method or style. VQA regulations allow for both
TM and CM SWs to be made from a range of varieties and with different aging regimens. A review
29 To

put this in perspective, 90% of LCBO Buyers agreed with this statement.
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of the exploratory interview data confirms little industry desire for increased regulation (as has
happened with English Sparkling Wine, for example).

Figure 6.8 – Consumers’ preferred SW production method as reported by the survey
respondents

6.6

Usage Occasions
Finding
➤ VSW is suited to more than just “celebrations,” providing a potential
advantage for future growth
Export sales data and information from the exploratory interview phase reveal Icewine as

the single most recognized wine style from Ontario (and Canada). At the same time, Icewine’s
rather limited usage occasions are a legitimate concern, with consumers largely purchasing Icewine
for dessert or gifting but nothing else. The level of VSW’s versatility across a range of uses
was examined in the next survey question, as it was thought that VSW might match a range
of circumstances. The question intended to discover which of four specific customer uses
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VSW was best suited to: “On Its Own,” “With A Meal,” “After Dinner,” and “For Everyday
Celebrations.”30
The most suitable uses for VSW across all survey respondents were “For Everyday
Celebrations” and “On Its Own,” which was expected. Consuming VSW “With A Meal”
came next, heartening for those in the Ontario wine trade who believe matching SW with food is
an important focus area. Finally, the least preferred use for VSW was “After Dinner,”
which most likely correlates to the limited number of sweeter VSW styles available.

Figure 6.9 – VSW level of suitability for specific customer uses

30 Other

options could have been tested or phrased differently, but again, these were informed by the initial
interview phase.
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6.7

VSW Level of Importance to Respondents and Customer Interest
Findings
➤ The OWT agrees on the importance of having VSW available for their
customers, but less so than for total VQA wine
➤ Consumers are likewise interested in buying VSW, but again at a rate less
than total VQA wine
➤ It is suggested that future success needs dedicated producers and increased
production/presence
Respondents were asked to quantify the degree to which it was important to have VQA / VSW

available for sale to their customers. The two categories of VQA and VSW will be reviewed
separately here.
For VQA: a clear majority (68%) believed it was “Very Important” to have VQA
wines available for sale to their customers, led by Cellar Door and LCBO Buyers. This
result aligns with the captive audience31 (and product selection) at local wineries, and the LCBO’s
government mandate to increase VQA wine sales.
For VSW: a lower overall degree of importance emerged, with only 47% believing
it was “Very Important” to have VSW available for sale to their customers.

Only

Buyers placed greater importance on VSW than VQA wine overall.
Weighted comparison: a weighted average score of 3.63 for VQA and 3.31 for VSW confirms
the OWT’s agreement that it is “Important” to have both VQA and VSW available for sale to
consumers.32 Although VSW does not possess a large advantage over total VQA wine, the OWT’s
31 Customers

will largely have intentionally travelled to individual wineries for visits, rather than casually drop-

ping by.
a scale defined as 4 = “Very Important,” 3 = “Somewhat Important,” 2 = “Not Very Important” and 1 =
“Not At All Important.”
32 On
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attitude here should be considered a strong positive factor.

Figure 6.10 – How important is it to have VQA/VSW available for sale?

Next, consumer demand was probed by asking, “How interested are your customers in
purchasing VQA/VSW wines?” Consumer purchase interest was higher for VQA wine vs VSW
at 74% vs 62% “Interested”.33 Although positive for both, this suggests that the VSW subset is
less understood (or desired) by consumers than VQA in general. For VQA and VSW together,
Cellar Door rated consumer interest highest of all, no doubt again led by their captive audience
and fixed product selection.34

Figure 6.11 – How interested are your customers in purchasing VQA/VSW?

33 As

a combined total of those who answered “Very” or “Somewhat” Interested.

34 Cellar

Door weighted average for VQA and VSW combined was 3.67, followed by Buyers at 3.00, PCs at 2.70
and finally Sommeliers at 2.67; the scale was defined as 4 = “Very Interested,” 3 = “Somewhat Interested,” 2 =
“Not Very Interested” and 1 = “Not At All Interested.”
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6.8

Top Wine Origins
Findings
➤ Top Overall Wine Origins: USA, Italy and France
➤ Top Single Named Category: California Cabernet Sauvignon (open-ended)
The next section of the surveys probed the top-selling origins and price bands in order

to set a background for the rest of the survey. As anticipated, Buyers were highly skewed toward
domestic origins since they had all at one time been responsible for purchasing VQA wines while
Cellar Door, who sell only their own wines, answered similarly. Buyers highlighted three origins as
their best-sellers: Canada (as expected), USA and Italy, which closely matches the LCBO SOD’s
own reported top-three origins.35
An analysis of Sommelier and PC responses is more useful in understanding major competing
origins overall. The top two responses by a wide margin for both groups were USA and
Italy. Next came Ontario VQA for Sommeliers, and France for PCs. Not a single respondent
from among the PCs named Ontario wine (of any type) as their top-selling origin. This reflects the
elevated level of competition faced by Ontario wines at the LCBO36 PCs did name the Canada-ICB
category as their third top selling origin in the general (non-Vintages) section of their stores. This
makes sense since the benefits of economies of scale are at play here (ICB wines need only a minimum 25% Ontario content, with the rest sourced from anywhere else worldwide) in combination
with the strength of the “local” factor.37

35 Performance in terms of five-year dollar growth as presented at the LCBO’s annual Trade Day (LCBO Symposium, 2014, p. 179, 183). This is also consistent with LCBO SOD Rolling Year (“RY”) 13 periods dollar sales
ending May 2015 for total share, but it should be noted that Italy’s sales were flat, not growing.
36 Especially

within the higher price bands PCs manage at Vintages, and considering the small size of the Ontario
wine industry. Canada’s vineyard area is only a third of New Zealand’s, and roughly equivalent to that of Slovakia,
Armenia or Cyprus (Anderson & Aryal, 2013). See Appendix 11.2.3.
benefits of “local” to the Ontario wine industry were affirmed by respondents throughout the exploratory
interviews.
37 The
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Figure 6.12 – Single best-selling wine origin: LCBO and Sommeliers (combined)

When asked to name their “single best-selling wine category” without any restrictions, Sommeliers reflected their diversity, identifying their top three origins as “California Cabernet Sauvignon” (19% of responses), “Pinot Grigio” (14%) and “Medium Reds” (9%). PCs demonstrated
the strength of a single style with their top three origins as “California Cabernet Sauvignon” (47%
of responses), “California” (9%) and “Big Reds” (7%). These results fit consistently with Figure
6.12.

6.9

VQA Wine Varieties/Types Compared to Other Origins
Findings
➤ VSW holds a slight advantage in Ontario versus other origins, which is a
positive factor for such a young category
➤ As anticipated, Icewine holds the greatest advantage of all
➤ Riesling comes next, but Chardonnay and VSW are in a virtual tie for third
place
In order to understand VSW’s potential relative to other wine styles being pro-

duced in Ontario, respondents were asked to compare the performance of several Ontario
wines/styles to similar products from elsewhere. The categories polled were: Dry Riesling, Oaked
25

Chardonnay, Syrah/Shiraz, Cabernet Sauvignon, Sparkling Wine and Icewine.38
VQA
Wine/Style

Advantaged

Neither

Disadvantaged

Don’t
Know

Total
(n)

Weighted
Avg

Dry
Riesling

218

61

7

3

286

2.74

Oaked
Chardonnay

77

167

39

4

283

2.13

Syrah,
Shiraz

7

62

211

6

280

1.27

Cabernet
Sauvignon

6

58

215

5

279

1.25

Sparkling
Wine

86

149

49

3

284

2.13

Icewine

283

4

0

2

287

2.99

Table 6.1 – Ontario VQA varieties/styles compared to other origins

An expected common thread was Ontario’s dominant position with Icewine; all trade
sectors identified Icewine as possessing the greatest advantage for Ontario versus other origins.39
On the other side of the scale, the two warmer climate red grape varieties included here,
Syrah/Shiraz and Cabernet Sauvignon, were both identified by all survey segments
as being at a disadvantage in Ontario, virtually tied for last place.
An interesting finding was expected among the remaining styles of Dry Riesling, Oaked Chardonnay and VSW. Riesling placed a strong second to Icewine, while VSW and Chardonnay
were in an almost exact tie for third place. Both were revealed to possess a slight advantage over competitors. This is encouraging for VSW since its current presence and market
share is much smaller than that of Chardonnay. For future growth in Ontario, VSW should also
be able to provide a unique point of difference compared to globally ubiquitous Chardonnay.40

38 This

was not intended to be an exhaustive list of all Ontario varieties/styles. The selection was instead meant
to provide a range of choices of varying suitability for Ontario, which are all also currently produced locally. Icewine
acted as a “control,” where a near-perfect level of advantage was expected. Two others were selected from among
top performers identified in the qualitative phases, and the final two from among lesser performers. In retrospect, it
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Figure 6.13 – Ontario VQA wines: level of advantage over other origins

6.10

Sparkling Wines Overall: Top Origins & Best Sellers

Findings
➤ The most commonly listed SW origins (On and Off Trade): Champagne &
Prosecco – VSW, Crémant and Cava come after
➤ Best-selling SW origins (On and Off Trade): Prosecco and Champagne –
Cava comes after
➤ Crémant’s stronger than market reality position suggests a possible
preference by the OWT for its style and price
The exploratory interview phase suggested that Champagne and Prosecco were the
most likely competing origins for VSW. Since Buyers and Cellar Door are much more limited in
terms of product range, a deeper analysis was applied only to Sommeliers and PCs.
may be considered a limitation that Pinot Noir was not included, as it is one of the three main varieties responsible
for Champagne production.
fact, only 6 of almost 300 respondents disagreed that “Icewine has an advantage over similar wines from
other regions.”
39 In

40 The combined weighted averages across all four surveys are shown in Figure 6.14 (3 = Advantaged, 2 =
Neutral and 1 = Disadvantaged). The numerical ranking was Icewine (ranked #1, score 2.99), Dry Riesling (#2,
2.74), Oaked Chardonnay and Sparkling Wine (tied for #3, both 2.13), and Syrah/Shiraz and Cabernet Sauvignon
(virtually tied at 1.27 and 1.25 respectively).
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The most common SW origins for Sommeliers were indeed Champagne and Prosecco, both
listed by almost 90% of respondents, mirroring the strength of these two regions in national and
global sales. Next most commonly listed were VSW, Crémant and Cava, with about 60 - 70%
distribution. Topping the remainder were California SW and Asti, with about 33% and 25%
distribution, respectively.

Figure 6.14 – Types of sparkling wine listed: Sommeliers and PCs

Among PCs, the top SW origins were also Champagne and Prosecco, mirroring Sommelier
answers, but with an even higher distribution at almost 100% of LCBO Vintages locations. Next
came Crémant, VSW and Cava, virtually tied at about 95% representation in LCBO Vintages
sections.
If there was a surprise in these results, it was the relative strength of Crémant,
which did not appear as prominently in the qualitative interviews. One logical reason for Crémant’s
strong showing is its price/value proposition: made by the TM, in many instances from the “classic”
Champagne grape varieties, and has a much lower price point. VSW also figured strongly
with Sommeliers, over and above its single-digit local market share,41 a likely indication of
41 Current

Canada national VQA SW share of the total SW segment is only 1.8% by volume (Pinkney, 2015,
p. 64). Current Ontario VQA SW share of the total SW segment is 4% by value (LCBO SOD, 2015). Note that
the Canada National share is quite a bit lower than the Ontario share since little VSW is sold outside of BC and
Ontario.
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active hand-selling and promotion. Conspicuously weaker were other premium New World SW
origins, where only California SW emerged close to the category leaders (at least in distribution).
The Ontario trade needs to continue to consider these New World origins as competitors, but
should focus on the more significant European SW product set.
More specifically, respondents were asked to name their single best-selling SW origin. For
Sommeliers, mostly aligning with the previous question, the two top-selling SW origins were
Prosecco and Champagne, followed by Cava, and much more distantly, Crémant and VSW.

Figure 6.15 – Single best-selling SW wine region: as reported by the On Trade

For PCs the top-selling SW origins identified were quite different:42 Prosecco led
by a large margin (at 52%) followed by Crémant (15%) and Champagne (13%). This raises the
question of whether LCBO PCs possess an accurate understanding of their top sellers or if they
instead drew on a more qualitative understanding, since LCBO SOD shows Champagne in the
lead, and Crémant only in low single-digit share of segment (“SOS”) (Pinkney, 2015; LCBO SOD,
2015). In the end the position of Crémant is definitely overstated by PCs when compared to the
real sales statistics.

42 PC’s answers for best-selling SW in Vintages and in the “regular” sections of their stores were combined to
create a blended total. No chart is shown here for this particular question.
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Figure 6.16 – LCBO retail actual SW sales by orgin (value Rolling Year ending May
2015)

6.11

Ontario VSW: Competitors

Findings
➤ VSW’s Single Greatest Competitors are Crémant, Champagne and Prosecco
– California SW comes next; Crémant appears with relative strength
➤ Other Competing Origins: Cava finally makes a strong appearance
➤ Buyers and Cellar Door associate VSW more with Champagne than do
Sommeliers and PCs
The survey investigated which origins competed with VSW and which was its single
greatest competitor. Ten origins were provided as options: Asti, Australian SW, California SW,
Cava, Champagne, Crémant, Prosecco, Sekt, South Africa (Cap Classique), None of the Above,
and Other. The results are summarized in the chart below.43
In order of importance, the overall survey result was Crémant, Champagne and Prosecco, with California SW coming in at a close fourth. Considered individually, the large
Sommelier and PC groups both identified Crémant as VSW’s closest competitor. Their response

one unique answer was provided under Other, “New Zealand South Island SW,” implying that the range
of options provided was comprehensive.
43 Only
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differed from Buyers and Cellar Door, who instead both identified Champagne as VSW’s
single greatest competitor (52% of Cellar Door and 25% of Buyers). This suggests that VSW
is more highly regarded by Buyers and Cellar Door than by Sommeliers and LCBO PCs. A likely
explanation for this disparity is the greater exposure to multiple competing origins in the On Trade
and at LCBO retail, but this needs further study. In any case, based on average pricing of the
origins specified, Buyers and Cellar Door appear to believe that VSW competes in a
more premium category than do Sommeliers and PCs, who instead associate VSW with
the more everyday priced Crémant (which retails for less than $20 in Ontario).

Figure 6.17 – Single closest competitor to VSW & All other competitors to VSW

The qualitative interviews suggested that Champagne (and perhaps premium New World SW)
would emerge as VSW’s closest competing origins; this proved not to be true for Sommeliers
and PCs. Crémant was mentioned in some of the initial interviews, and yet was the
strongest performer in this part of the survey.44 Prosecco’s third place showing overall may
result from the fact that few VSWs are made in a similar style, therefore they aren’t considered
direct competitors, despite the interviews suggesting that Prosecco would be prominent. Actual

44 Further

inquiry is required to determine why Crémant showed so strongly, though its placement in Section
6.10 suggests a combination of price and style as guiding factors.
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SW sales numbers (see Section 6.10) are in line with opinions expressed in the qualitative stage,
but not with respondent opinion as measured here.
Top 3 Ranked VSW
Competing Origins by
Segment

Crémant

Champagne

Prosecco

Calif
SW

Cava

Sommelier Group

1

3 (tie)

2

3 (tie)

3 (tie)

LCBO PC Group

1

2 (tie)

2 (tie)

3

-

2 (tie)

1

2 (tie)

2 (tie)

-

-

1

3

2

-

LCBO Buyer Group
VSW Cellar Door Group

Table 6.2 – Top 3 VSW competing origins, by respondent group

When respondents were asked to name any other competing origin for VSW (open
ended), the results did not differ much from the above.

Crémant, Champagne, Prosecco and

California SW were still ranked among the top. Only Cava appeared more prominently here.
Finding
➤ Best Selling VQA Sparkling Wines come from dedicated producers
Respondents were asked to name the single best-selling Ontario VSW in their business to determine the breadth of competition. Perhaps allied to the current small size and emerging
nature of VSW, the single most common answer among Sommeliers was that there was
no best-selling VSW. Where producers were named, Hinterland led followed by Tawse and
Henry of Pelham. Huff Estates was the only other producer mentioned more than once.
Common to these leading producers is that they all have dedicated SW programs in
place, with Hinterland being the only Ontario winery exclusively producing SW. This emphasizes
the challenge of scale raised in the initial interview phase. Prince Edward County is a fledgling
region in Ontario, producing only a small fraction of Ontario wine, yet producers from Prince
Edward

County

occupied

two
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of

the

top

four

mentions.

At the LCBO, Trius Brut, Henry of Pelham’s Cuvee Catharine and Colio’s Girls’ Night Out rank
as the top three VSWs: all come from wineries with long-established SW production programs.45

6.12

Advantages and Disadvantages of VSW (Facilitators and Barriers)

Findings
➤ The OWT believes that VQA and VSW sales will increase, but even more
so for VQA than VSW
➤ Consumer knowledge is limited, and poses a significant hurdle for VQA and
VSW growth which needs to be overcome
➤ As a likely consequence, consumers have a mixed quality perception of
VSW (though more positive than for total VQA)
➤ VQA and VSW benefit the environment and economy, providing a local
advantage
It was considered important to determine the OWT’s perceptions of the level of consumer knowledge of Ontario VQA and VSW. An overwhelming majority of the OWT
believes that consumers know little about both VQA and VSW. While a mere 30% agreed that
consumers understand VQA wine, an even lower 17% agreed for VSW. Consumer knowledge is not
everything, but since understanding is allied to acceptance, awareness and other positive factors,46
this may be an important barrier limiting future VSW growth.

45 (LCBO

SOD, 2015). This result exactly matches the top answers given by the PCs in this survey, where
Trius, Henry of Pelham and Colio were named as 1, 2 and 3 best-selling VSW producers; a further validation of the
accuracy of PC responses.
46 Pinkney,

2015 & Bermingham, 2015, both pers. comm.
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Figure 6.18 – Consumers are very knowledgeable about VQA/VSW

Next, consumer perception of VQA and VSW quality was surveyed. Although the
weighted average of all responses returned a close to NEUTRAL result, on a percentage basis,
a majority of respondents agreed that both VQA and VSW have a poor quality perception
among consumers. This must be considered another obstacle to future success, but more
research is needed to fully understand consumer motivations related to the “quality” attribute.47 A
small positive point was that only 52% of respondents assigned a poor consumer quality perception
to VSW versus 67% of respondents for VQA overall. As such, VSW appears to be perceived
as higher quality than VQA wine overall.

Figure 6.19 – Consumers have a poor quality perception of VQA/VSW

47 Limitations

of second-hand evidence from the OWT are acknowledged, as opposed to asking consumers directly.
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Factors affecting the environment and the economy were probed by asking respondents
whether offering/selling VQA/VSW reduced their carbon footprint and helped create local jobs.48
For both, an overwhelming majority (around 80%) agreed with the statements, as was
expected based on the exploratory trade interviews. Not measured was the degree to which these
factors might influence respondents’ listing decisions, but they are considered to be in harmony
with the positive factors of “local.”
Respondents were finally asked to note their expectations for future sales of Ontario
VQA/VSW over the next five to ten years in order to gauge their level of confidence in both
categories from a fundamental sales perspective.

The combined OWT responses strongly

supported the belief that sales of both VQA and VSW would increase, though somewhat more so for VQA than VSW.49 A convincing 95% and 80% of respondents believed sales
would increase for VQA and VSW respectively. The survey segments expressing the most
confidence in future sales were the Buyer and Cellar Door segments (again, two segments
with the most vested interest in VQA and VSW). This is reassuring in one aspect, but seems at
odds with the OWT’s feeling that consumers have a poor quality perception of VQA wines, and a
split view on the quality of VSW. This reasons for this should be addressed in future research.

48 Summary

charts for these two questions are not included here.

49 3.33

weighted average for VQA vs 3.10 weighted average for VSW, with 4 = "Increase Greatly" and 3 =
"Increase Slightly," etc.
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Figure 6.20 – What will happen with future sales of VQA/VSW wine?

6.12.1

Ontario VSW Share of Segment (“SOS”): Off and On Trade

Findings
➤ VSW’s Off Trade share is small but there is room to grow with the overall
SW trend
➤ VSW’s share varies widely in the On Trade – individual commitment
matters
VSW’s share of SW total sales at the LCBO remains in the low single digits, which
might be considered a current structurally limiting factor. PC responses here roughly
matched this reality, as they identified VSW share at about 4 - 5% of their total SW sales. The
main positive insight is that SW sales are outpacing that of total wine in both the Off and On
Trade, indicating room to grow share.50
Data for the On Trade in Ontario is less reliable due to the difficulty of tracking winery direct
sales. LCBO SOD provides an estimate of <1% SOS VSW (LCBO SOD, 2015). By comparison,
Sommelier respondents here reported an average 8.6% share for VSW versus total SW, with a
median of 1%, reflecting a vast range of representation of VSW in the On Trade. This reflects

50 SW

is outpacing Total Wine growth in the Ontario market (+5.2% SW vs +4.5% Wine) and the Ontario On
Trade channel (+5.1% SW vs +3.4% Wine) through Oct. 2104 (Brine, 2014-15, pers. comm.).
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a challenging and varied environment for VSW: in the Ontario On Trade, individual
establishment and Sommelier engagement in the category would appear to matter a
great deal.51

7

Demographic Correlations Tested: Age, Experience and Location
The potential influence of the demographic factors of age, level of industry experience and

geographic locations were considered on the key questions of expected future growth of VQA and
VSW. Several regression analyses were performed.52
Age: The first test involved only Sommeliers. Regression analysis was performed with
age as the independent variable and future sales success of VQA as the dependent variable. No
significant relationship was found between these two variables, and consequently, no further
analysis involving age was pursued.53
Experience: A second analysis was performed with length of time in the industry as
the independent variable across all respondent groups. Initial findings were that the 10 year+
“veteran” category did not show a meaningful correlation. Investigation continued with a focus on
two categories: those with less than three years of industry experience and those with three to ten
years of experience.
Stage one considered this relationship with respect to confidence in future sales of
VQA wine. The result was a strong level of greater sales expectations (with a 96% level
Ontario wine trends data through Oct 2014 (excluding Direct Delivery “DD”) (Brine, 2014-2015, pers. comm.):
>SW forms 5.4% of all wine sold in Ontario and in turn VSW forms just 3.3% of all SW sold in Ontario
>On Trade over indexes at 7.0% of value coming from SW
>Fastest growing origins for SW On Trade are Old World - France and Italy
>Fastest RY SW On Trade price segments are $20+ (58% share, +6%) and $10 - 14.99 (27% share, +6%)
>The only declining On Trade SW price segment is the <$10 (8% share, -5% growth)
51

52 This

analysis was completed with the kind assistance of David Zhang, Business Analyst at Constellation

Brands.
53 It

should be noted that the majority of respondents were clustered in the 35 - 49 age bracket. It had been
thought that age would be a variable highly correlated to the confidence level expressed toward VQA/VSW, but
the
data
here
does
not
bear
that
out.
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of confidence). To be exact, respondents with three to ten years of industry experience were, on
average, 0.4 points more confident in the future of VQA wine sales than those with less than three
years of industry experience.54
Stage two considered the same relationship with respect to VSW. No significant
correlation was found. This raised a question, since a definitive correlation was found in the
previous stage. One plausible reason might be the very short history of the VSW category versus
VQA wine overall, since VSW began developing as a category only as recently as the year 2000.
There isn’t enough history to give more experienced participants a significant advantage over those
newer to the industry.
To delve deeper, a third stage considered whether respondents’ level of confidence in VQA
was linked to their answers for VSW. A virtual 100% correlation between the two variables resulted.
In other words, those who believed strongly in the future of VQA wine overall, also
strongly believed in the future of VSW. The link between the success of VQA and VSW is
fundamental.55
Location: A further analysis was performed involving only the PC segment. Here,
store locations across four categories (urban core, urban, suburban and small town) were measured
for their correlation to future sales confidence in VQA and VSW. Only PCs were considered since
the geographic distribution of the other groups was too narrow to be useful. No significant
relationship could be statistically established for the independent variable of store
location. It had been anticipated that urban PCs might be more confident in VQA and VSW from
the exploratory interviews and conversations with trade employees who interact with PCs across
Ontario.56 Possible explanations are that since Vintages stores are primarily urban, an insufficient

54 As

measured on a 5 point scale, with 1 = lowest confidence and 5 = highest confidence.

55 Detailed
56 Author

data charts of this set of analysis are found in Appendix 11.10.
personal communication with PCs, and (Pinkney, 2015, pers. comm.).
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number are located in outlying areas with different demographics. Further, PCs often move from
store to store, so their current locations do not fully indicate where their views originated. It was
very difficult to pinpoint a truly independent variable related to “location.”
In summary, it seems that Sommelier age does not meaningfully affect their attitudes, nor do
the geographic locations of PCs. What may be true is that members of the OWT with more than
a few years of experience (three to ten years) are more confident in the future of VQA wine sales.
While not also clearly borne out for VSW, this is an area worth further exploration. The research
recommends that VSW producers should not only focus on influencing newcomers to the OWT,
but also industry veterans of all ages. Promotional efforts should not be limited to urban core
settings, but should range across the province.

8

Multivariate Factors Affecting VSW Success
Findings
➤ The success of VQA wine and that of VSW are tied together
➤ Consumer knowledge of VQA wine needs to be increased in order to drive
VSW sales success in turn
Two multivariate analysis models were developed to examine a combination of factors influenc-

ing the success of VSW for Sommeliers and PCs. A three-step causation sequence was assumed
and is illustrated in the figures below.57
Design: In both models, the success of VSW was allied to the success of VQA, which in
turn was influenced by several other independent variables (such as the “Importance of VQA
to Customers” and a “Reduced Carbon Footprint,” in the Sommelier model). The “Success of

57 The

analysis was conducted with the generous assistance of Peter Wearing, formerly with TNS Canadian Facts,
a long-established market research company based in Toronto.
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VSW” was created as a single dependent variable through factor analysis by combining three
VSW elements: the stocking/listing level, percentage volume sales (versus total SW), and dollar
sales value. Regression analysis was then applied to individually determine degrees of significance
from among a group of possible independent variables (these are on the far right of the figures that
follow).

Figure 8.1 – Multivariate analysis visual interpretation: contributors to success of VSW
among Sommeliers

Results: Although the models differ slightly, there are some similar and statistically significant
conclusions to be drawn from both. The most important finding supports the concept that VQA
success is a critical prerequisite to the success of VSW for the OWT and almost doubly
so for PCs as for Sommeliers with a Beta score of .60 versus .36. To understand these scores,
consider them as weighted from 0 to 1, with a score of 1 signaling perfect correlation: the higher
the score, the greater the importance of that particular variable.

This aligns closely with the

correlation analysis from Section 7, where respondents who believed strongly in the future of total
VQA wine also strongly believed in the future of VSW.
Another finding is that consumer knowledge of VQA (and VSW in particular) will
assist Sommeliers and PCs in selling to their customers, and minimize the need to hand
40

Figure 8.2 – Multivariate analysis visual interpretation: contributors to success of VSW
among PCs

sell these wines.58 In other words, it is an easy matter for Sommeliers and PCs to guide consumers
toward VSW when they are predisposed to the category but haven’t thought about it as an option.
However, it will be difficult for Sommeliers and PCs to overcome any existing negative consumer
feelings about VSW or attract new customers who are unaware of or don’t understand VSW. The
OWT can nudge and direct customers rather than argue for a completely new category.
Other results from these analyses that are significant to the OWT and can assist in leading
customers to VSW include its suitability with food (Beta = 0.76 for Sommeliers and 0.26 for
PCs), and local factors such as job creation (for PCs) and helping combat climate change (for
Sommeliers). The flexibility of VSW with meals once again appears as a facilitating factor to its
future success, as indeed for all SW, as previously identified in Section 6.6.

9

Conclusions and Recommendations
Quality, Price and Value

the Sommelier model, for instance, the degree to which “Customers are Knowledgeable about VSW” (Beta
= 0.74) influences “Importance of VSW to Customers” (Beta = 0.29), which in turns helps determine the overall
“Success of VSW” factor.
58 In
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The OWT clearly believes that Ontario produces high-quality VSWs. There is sufficient confidence in the OWT to list and support VSW. At the same time, survey responses suggest that VSW
may be perceived as too expensive (though less so compared to total VQA wine). The OWT feels
that consumer confidence in the quality of both VQA wine and VSW needs to be strengthened to
support the desired growth of VSW. Given the modest level of consumer interest and a low level
of knowledge of VSW, even favourable quality, price and value factors together cannot guarantee
success. A full strategic approach, including education and astute marketing, is needed.
Proponents of VSW should be encouraged by the OWT’s conviction that VQA and VSW sales
will increase in coming years and that VSW provides a better perceived value to customers than
VQA. This value proposition is supported by the pricing analysis, which shows that current prices
of CM VSW and TM VSW lie within “ideal” price boundaries.
Wine Style and Usage
As discovered through the exploratory interviews, most members of the OWT desire flexibility
of choice in SW production methods and no tightening of regulations.59 Given that TM SWs,
particularly Crémant and Champagne, were among the leading competing origins for VSW, a
strong case can be made for pursuing drier, more autolytic styles rather than the fruitier, simpler,
sweeter styles embodied by Prosecco. The research author supports this strategy, despite Prosecco’s
global popularity with consumers in the past decade. Simply to copy the style of this powerful
Italian wine would bring risk of inauthenticity.
Comparisons of VSW to other Canadian leading wine styles are inevitable.

For example,

Icewine is Canada’s only globally recognized wine, but VSW holds an advantage with the whole
SW category becoming recognized for moving to a broader range of uses, including celebratory

59 See

Section 4.2 and selected interviewee statements in Appendix 11.9.
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occasions, food pairing, and casual social gatherings.60 The consistency of VSW in both year to year
production conditions and highly predictable volumes, compare favourably to Icewine, quantities
of which vary significantly across vintage years.
Wine style poses a risk since the industry has no agreed upon profile for VSW. Consumers
don’t seem to know what to expect from individual producers or products (Kemp, 2015, pers.
comm.). Another gap, revealed through the qualitative research, is the lack of a single, simple
name for VSW. European SW origins have Sekt, Cava, and Prosecco, for example. Some research
has explored creating a unique name for VSW (Miculan-Bradley & Lee-Rosen, 2014) for ease of
marketing. These research efforts have yet to influence the OWT. In the end, wines can match
climate, soil and site, but they must find sufficient favour and fulfill consumer expectations to truly
succeed.
The research indicates that it will be risky for the VSW industry to simply emulate Crémant
or Champagne. Ontario consumers don’t know the difference between SW production methods
and seem to prefer fruitier styles of SW, while Prosecco appears to own the fruit-forward, offdry SW category against all others origins.61

VSW needs to define its position by marketing

specific attributes, while somehow also encompassing the breadth of SW styles which producers
wish to maintain. Champagne, Cava, Prosecco and Crémant differ significantly from one another
and informed consumers seem to understand the distinctions among those wine styles. The same
cannot yet be said of VSW, but there is room (and a need) to define a new style in Ontario.
Commitment to VQA Wine and VSW
An encouraging level of confidence exists among the OWT for VQA wine and VSW. All sectors

60 “While

consumers are still choosing to pop open a bottle in celebration, they’re now recognizing bubbly’s
versatility and simply pairing it with meals,” says Stephanie Gallo, VP Marketing, E&J Gallo (Gallo Consumer
Wine Trends Survey 2014, cited in Shanken News Daily, June 11, 2015).
61 See

sparkling

Appendix 11.8.2, including this quote from a PC: “The Italian customers I have don’t want Ontario
wine,
they
want
Italian
sparkling
wine.”
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surveyed placed significant importance on listing both categories in their businesses. Much of the
survey data suggests that VSW has the capacity to continue to outpace overall VQA wine sales in
the future. Ontario wineries interested in growth should consider adopting a concerted focus on
VSW.
It is at the same time important to note that SW’s share of all wine in Ontario is only 7% in the
On Trade and 5.4% in the Off Trade (Brine, 2014 - 2015, pers. comm.; LCBO SOD, 2015). VSW
will be able to capture only a portion of this segment. Informed business plans must acknowledge
this basic initial constraint to potential growth.
A stronger commitment to educating consumers is essential, as noted in the multivariate analysis in Section 8. Increasing production will improve the visibility of VSW but wineries should
establish dedicated VSW production programs, rather than simply add SWs as solo SKUs. As
many respondents suggested, consumer trial, with VSWs tasted alongside competing global SWs,
can be an effective tactic to improve consumer understanding of and appetite for VSW.
VSW versus Other Origins: Differentiation
It is notably positive that VSW was considered equal to Chardonnay in having an advantage
over other origins.62 VSW is a young wine style with only about 15 years of history as a fullfledged category. Reasons for this advantage come from the ground up, with the many positive
characteristics of terroir. Little wonder that the closest competing origins for VSW were thought
to be Crémant and Champagne, which share a cool climate and many grape varieties and soil
types.
A deeper examination of the qualitative comments exposes some concerns. VSW is viewed as
neither a local luxury alternative to Champagne (by many PCs and Sommeliers)63 nor an everyday
62 Though

Riesling is thought to be even more ideally suited to Ontario, it has barriers which limit its potential:
low popularity for the variety, misunderstandings about style, and little consumer demand.
Sommelier’s open-ended response was: “Ontario VQA Sparkling wines are perceived as being expensive,
without having the prestige of Champagne. Once the quality is recognized, the price will be justified. We are at the
63 One
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choice to the degree that Cava and Prosecco are (noted by many respondents). An emerging white
space suggests that TM VSWs are best positioned between their value priced Crémant and Cava
competitors, and Champagne’s luxury tier. Pricing analysis supports this, as the suggested ideal
was closer to the $20 mark, which is more representative of Crémant, rather than the $40 or more
of Champagne.64
Positive Factors and Barriers for VSW
Global and domestic markets for SW are increasing.

Product quality and inherent factors

affecting production in Ontario are also positive. There is more support for local products as well.
The barriers facing VSW are not insurmountable, but they are significant. The very competitive
Ontario market includes wines from all origins worldwide. This affects the attitudes of both the
OWT and consumers. Another challenge is the small scale of VSW production in Ontario, which
is comparable to that of Icewine, with a market share in the low single digits (notwithstanding
the advantages VSW possesses over Icewine, as already noted). To benefit from the overall trend
toward SW, VSW needs to affirm a unique identity and market position. After prevailing in the
local market, and increasing production through sound business planning, VSW producers can
then begin to tackle export markets.
Final Summation
VSW is capable of competing strongly with leading global SW origins and gaining market
share. However, VSW producers lack consensus and a coherent vision. Though highly suited to
the region, VSW does not attract the same level of support among the OWT as do Riesling or
Icewine.
The research analysis reveals that the OWT does not expect VSW to drive category growth
humble beginnings of our sparkling industry development. Sadly, a few producers charge a tremendous premium
at this early stage. To charge a comparable price [for VSW] to quality grower Champagne is absolutely laughable.”
64 As

priced in CDN $ in the Ontario retail market.
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in the next five to ten years. Confidence is lower than for total VQA wine, and multivariate
analysis shows that VQA needs to succeed before VSW can fully do so. The views of producers
who call VSW “the next big thing” need to be tempered by an understanding of the significant
planning, investment, and coordination of work ahead. As suggested, the currently small scale of
the VSW industry needs to be expanded in order to increase consumer awareness and profitability.
To quote a member of the OWT, “We are going nowhere if the volumes are minuscule, lacking
critical mass.”65 The best strategy for growing the VSW market must include a concerted effort to
educate consumers and attract them to VQA wines in general, focusing on their versatility at the
dinner table, while specifically promoting VSW. In short, success with the OWT and consumers
needs to occur first with VQA then with VSW, not the reverse.
VSW is not a fully formed wine style in Ontario.

Consumer attitudes and the need for a

consistent style (and perhaps a consistent name) require more study.

A strong plan of action

for VSW producers needs to target two goals. The first goal for the VSW industry as a whole
should be to develop a prominent presence for VQA and VSW in the domestic market66 while
also understanding that the local consumer appears to be motivated by international recognition
and media endorsements.67 Planned, upcoming consumer research should seek to determine the
specific attributes of VSW that consumers value most, in support of a well-crafted business strategy
tailored for the OWT. This strategy needs province-wide coordination of producers and marketers.
Having an industry trade agency like Wine Country Ontario champion the strategy would help

65 See

Section 11.9.3.

66 A

focus on the domestic Ontario market was a virtually unanimous view among the 35+ trade interviews.
See Appendix 11.9 including this Media/Influencer comment: “We should concentrate more on local markets. ...
[Ontario wine marketing] program dollars are [being] spent on outside market focus, but we haven’t yet conquered
the local market.”
67 This

belief in the need for outside approval to legitimize local Ontario wines was a common theme voiced by
many subjects in the qualitative interview phase. As an example, this quote from a VSW marketer: “Canadians
take a product more seriously if it has international recognition ... then it is validated to local consumers here.
[Our]
market
needs
validation
...
and
[outside]
investment.”
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maximize the potential of the VSW category. Although research shows that the local market must
be conquered first, the VSW industry should also dedicate resources to build and leverage wider
(even global) recognition for VSW. The OWT is a highly competitive wine market of a multitude
of origins, so global recognition is of crucial importance. Despite all these caveats, VSW is clearly
a wine style worthy of the strategic attention of VSW producers, helping innovate and allow for
the

future

growth

of

the

47

Ontario

wine

industry.
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Appendices

11.1

Why This Paper is Limited to VQA Wine Only

This paper is defined with a scope of “VQA Sparkling Wine” for these reasons:
a) ICB SWs are all in the very lowest end of the price spectrum, under $10 per 750mL or equivalent,
and sales in this band are declining by 3% (Canada, ACD RY, Aug 2014).
b) By definition, SW made with 100% Canadian (and in this case, 100% Ontario) grapes is fully
relevant to questions about the future of “Canadian” SW.
c) Unlike in other provinces, virtually all Ontario wineries are members of VQA Ontario, and
their sparkling wines are encompassed under the VQA scheme. (There are a few producers
in other provinces, like Blue Mountain in British Columbia, who choose not to be part of
VQA BC but do fulfill most of the other VQA conditions.

In the case of Nova Scotia,

producers like Benjamin Bridge or Grand Pre cannot be part of VQA, since no system exists
in that province.)
d) The over $15 SW price band represents ~ 60% of SW sales nationally (ACD RY, Aug. 2014;
Pinkney, 2015, p. 3 & 15) growing at 12% (ACD RY, Aug. 2014). Since revenue is a major
economic metric, the over $15 category, in which virtually no ICB wine competes, is the key
category to analyze.
e) Canadian SW already dominates the under $10 segment, and is underdeveloped in higher price
bands, again suggesting the value of an in depth exploration of the higher price bands where
only

VQA

plays.

(Pinkney,

52

2015,

p.

17)

11.2

Industry Statistics

11.2.1

VQA Ontario Wine Production Statistics: 2004 & 2014
VQA Ontario 2004 Annual Report Production Statistics
Wine Category

Number of Products

Volume (9L cases)

Table Wine

840

1,439,000

Change from last year
-1%

Icewine

110

88,000

+90%
+45%

Sparkling

17

25,000

Late Harvest

40

24,000

-7%

Fortified

<5

<100

-40%

Table 11.1 – VQA Ontario 2004 Annual Report production statistics

VQA Ontario 2014 Annual Report Production Statistics
Wine Category

Number of Wines

Volume (9L cases)

Table Wine

1,616

2,414,101

Change from last year
+5%

Icewine

133

119,290

+79%

Sparkling

56

56,641

+11%

Late Harvest

28

14,344

-13%

Other

16

2,118

+18%

Table 11.2 – VQA Ontario 2014 Annual Report 2014 production statistics

A comparison of these two reports shows a greater than 2x volume increase in SW production
from 2004 - 2014. Source: VQA Ontario 2004 and 2014 Annual Reports.
11.2.2

Canadian Market Share for Beer, Wine and Spirits

Statistics Canada shows that Wine is increasing in share (both volume and value) vs Beer,
which still leads overall. There is a strong argument that consumers, especially millennials, are
moving to Wine over Beer and Spirits.
Canadian Alcohol Market (Statistics Canada)
Category

2013 Value Share

2013 Volume Share

Beer

43%

76%

Wine

32%

17%

Spirits

25%

7%

Table 11.3 – Volume and value share of the Canadian Market as of 2014 (Statistics
Canada)
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11.2.3

Canadian Vineyard Area Compared to Other Nations

Canada’s national share of global wine grape area is only a third of that planted in New
Zealand, which itself ranks 20th in the world. Canada’s 10,000 ha planted is about the same as
that of Armenia, Cyprus, Slovakia or Uruguay, though five times as as large as that of the fledgling
UK

industry(Anderson

&

54

Aryal,

2013).

11.3

List of Industry Interviews Conducted

Subject,
By Last Name
P. Battilana
J. Bermingham
J. Brine
A. Brummer
S. D’Amato
P. Dowell
J. Drummond
R. Dyck
K. Ejbich
A. Fabiani
P. Farrell
L. Fenn
P. Gamble
D. Giroux
J. L. Groux
A. Harder
J. James
P. Kassebaum
B. Kemp
J. Levesque

Company / Title or Role
Casa Dea Winery
Winemaker
Strategic Navigator
President
Constellation Brands Canada
National Business Insights Manager
LCBO
Product Manager, Ontario Wines
Wine Align
Wine Consultant - Media -Sommelier
Angel’s Gate Winery
Winemaker
Good Food Media
Senior Editor - Sommelier
Cattail Creek Winery
Winery Manager
Freelance
Writer - Media
Andrew Peller Ltd
National Marketing Director, VQA
LCBO
Product Manager, European Wines, Vintages
LisaFenn.Ca
Sommelier - Consultant
Peter Gamble Consulting
Proprietor
Colio Estates
VP Marketing
Stratus Wines
Winemaker
Westcott Vineyard
Winemaker
Sumac Ridge Winery
Winemaker
Constellation Brands Canada
SVP Operations
CCOVI, Brock University, St. Catharines
Senior Scientist, Oenology
Western VQA Estates, Constellation Brands
Marketing Manager
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Day

Month

Year

13

Feb

2015

10

Dec

2014

2

Oct

2014

13

Mar

2015

13

Mar

2015

12

Mar

2015

10

Apr

2105

13

Mar

2015

28

Nov

2014

5

Dec

2014

10

Mar

2015

4

Mar

2015

12

Mar

2015

6

Oct

2014

2

Oct

2014

12

Feb

2015

27

Feb

2015

27

Jan

2015

14

Oct

2014

24

Oct

2014

Subject,
By Last Name
E. Macdonald
M. Mavety
C. McDonald
C. L.
McWattersBond
S.
Mogk-Edwards
J. Newman
P. Pender
F. Picard
M. Piccoli
P. Pinkney
D. Pratt
S. Robinson
D. Rollo
E. Saviolidis
D. Speck
A. Sperling
Z. Szabo
T. Thongpapanl
E. von Krosigk
P. Wearing

Company / Title or Role
Constellation Academy of Wine, Canada
Director of Wine Education - Sommelier
Blue Mountain Vineyard
Winemaker - Proprietor
Trius Winery & Andrew Peller Ltd
National Senior Winemaker
Local Lounge
Hospitality & Marketing Director
LCBO
VP Sales & Merchandising
Hinterland Winery
Proprietor
Tawse Winery
Winemaker
Huff Estates
Winemaker
Jackson-Triggs Niagara Estate
Winemaker
Constellation Brands Canada
Marketing Manager, Innovation & NPD
Inniskillin Winery
Winery Public Relations Manager (retired)
Atelier Restaurant, Ottawa
Sommelier
Constellation Brands
Director Eastern Estates - Sommelier
Winesavvy Consultants
Sommelier - Educator
Henry of Pelham Winery
VP Sales & Marketing
Sperling Vineyards / Southbrook
Director of Winemaking
Wine Writers Circle of Canada
Media - Consultant
Brock University
Chair, Marketing, Int’l Business, and Strategy
Department
Summerhill Pyramid Winery
Winemaker
The Small Winemakers Collection
Managing Director
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Day

Month

Year

16

Feb

2015

24

Feb

2015

5

Dec

2014

13

Nov

2014

28

Apr

2015

13

Feb

2015

12

Mar

2015

20

Feb

2015

2

Oct

2014

20

Nov

2014

24

Oct

2014

20

Mar

2015

27

Nov

2014

12

Feb

2015

13

Nov

2014

24

Feb

2015

6

Mar

2015

24

Oct

2014

24

Feb

2015

18

Dec

2014

11.4

Survey Development and Mechanics

All surveys began with a set of initial questions about each respondent in order to establish
respondents’ eligibility to participate in the survey and direct them to relevant questions through
a customized process. The questionnaire’s core consisted of seven sections (common to all survey
variants), while the total number of questions ranged slightly from 37 to 39 (or from 60 to 62 if
questions with multiple subsections are counted separately).
11.4.1

Geographical Distribution

Respondents’ locations varied to a different degree within each group. Since Buyers and PCs
were (primarily) set groups, their locations did not present an additional variable. However, with
the VSW Cellar Door, it was desirable to obtain responses which proportionately covered the
three main designated viticultural areas: the Niagara Peninsula, Prince Edward County and Lake
Erie North Shore / Pelee Island, and this was achieved. See Table 11.4. As to Sommeliers, it is
acknowledged that the vast majority are located in the Greater Toronto Area. No further analysis
was performed to check how well the Sommelier group of respondents matched overall distribution
of sommeliers in the province.

Ontario VQA Region

# VSW
Wineries

%
Population
Distribution

# Survey
Responses

%
Responses
Distribution

Niagara Peninsula

40

80%

20

74%

Prince Edward County

7

14%

5

19%

Lake Erie N Shore /
Pelee

3

6%

2

7%

Table 11.4 – VSW producer distribution by region and survey responses
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11.4.2

Respondent Roles and Responsibilities

Each questionnaire began by asking about respondents’ current employment, roles and level
of responsibility (especially what degree of buying/listing authority was exercised by each respondent). Questions were also asked about portfolio size and value. This portion of the survey was
needed in order to be able to provide data to further validate answers to other questions and also
enable

further

analysis

based

on

business
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size,

type

and

individual

roles.

11.5

VSW Producers in Ontario

Figure 11.1 – VSW producers in Ontario (May 2015)

Note that this list includes current and coming producers and is changing frequently. It errs
on the side of inclusion. Source: CCOVI and original research.
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11.6

VSWs Available at LCBO Stores (2014-15 FY)

Figure 11.2 – VSWs Available at LCBO Stores (2014-15 FY)

Note: the above list is limited to wines with active sales, and does not include some small release
or residual stock items including winery direct delivery program wines. It is however, indicative
of

the

current

state

of

VSW

at

60

the

LCBO

as

of

May

2015.

11.7

Ideal Pricing for VSW: further analysis by average pricing

The following expand on Section 6.10. An alternate calculation of “sweet spot” pricing is
presented as the average price between the “Bargain” and “Getting Expensive” bands.

Figure 11.3 – Optimum retail pricing for VSW: Charmat $19.43 and Traditional $27.34

Figure 11.4 – Optimum On Trade pricing for VSW: Charmat $45.33 and Traditional
$62.41

Sommelier responses are all lower in price than their equivalent responses from the retail groups,
based on the conversion in Table 11.5.
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Sommelier Group: Pricing converted to “cost” assuming 3x markup
Too Cheap

A Bargain

Getting Expensive

Too Expensive

Charmat VSW

$8.79

$12.66

$17.56

$22.98

Trad Method VSW

$12.02

$17.01

$24.60

$33.25

Table 11.5 – Price band conversions: On Trade to Off Trade equivalents

Using the average price between “Bargain” and “Getting Expensive,” the optimum On Trade
cost in Table 11.5 equates to CM at $15.11 and TM at $20.80. Actual CM VSW costs fits well
into this parameter, while few TM VSWs are currently priced this low.

Selected Responses to Survey Question, “Do you have any other
comments (pro or con) about Ontario VQA sparkling wine?”

11.8

Note: all the quotes in this section are recorded verbatim, as written by the survey respondents.
Minor corrections have been made for spelling and punctuation.
11.8.1

Sommeliers

➤ They [VSWs] are too expensive often for the quality they deliver. We need
more well-made, reasonably priced Ontario fizz at a price point similar to Cava or
cheaper Aussie fizz in order to get consumers buying it on a more regular basis.
➤ VQA sparkling just doesn’t have the prestige or brand recognition that
Champagne has.
➤ I would love to see the category mature. Great potential.
➤ [I] Agree that there is [good] quality but [the] cost/quality ratio makes it difficult to
compete with other global producers.
➤ I wish [VSW] was used far [more] often than it is. It’s used almost strictly [for]
celebratory [occasions], and not given enough credit for its versatility.
➤ I think Ontario is making top quality sparkling wine and more and more consumers
are realizing it can ... compete with Champagne at a fraction of the cost [depending on the
style].
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➤ Ontario sparkling may be a bit of a hand sell (in fancy restaurants people may think
it’s more posh to order Champagne, in more low key places, Prosecco is often the
preference), but with good somms/wait staff, I find open-minded guests are pleasantly
surprised - and converted.
➤ It [VSW] is like the flat [still] wine VQA market, but a few years earlier in phase.
➤ I think the branding and labelling is not very good for most wineries of their
sparkling [sic].
➤ I find there aren’t many wineries that support a proper Traditional Method
program.
➤ Everyone is starting to produce [VSW] so we now have many different levels of
quality available. VQA Sparkling is a relatively new brand. Mixed levels of quality
confuse consumers and can easily drive them away from the category.
➤ Ontario VQA sparkling wines are perceived as being expensive, without having
the prestige of Champagne. Once the quality is recognized, the price will be justified.
We are at the humble beginnings of our sparkling industry development. Sadly,
a few producers charge a tremendous premium at this early stage. To charge a comparable
price [for VSW] to quality grower Champagne is absolutely laughable.
➤ I love them! Ontario sparkling is lovely and complex and well-priced.
➤ They are generally good value for the money when compared with imports.
Prosecco (dry) can be a better buy but the sparkling Rieslings, Sauv Blancs, and
Chardonnays provide broader flavour profiles.
➤ [VSW is produced in a] Myriad of styles, education is key.
➤ [The] Category is still very young – but there is a LOT of potential.
Experimentation with styles is good (Hinterland, for example) but may confuse
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consumers.
➤ Produce more!
➤ Again, it is mainly an awareness issue. Most people don’t think of VQA as a
source of quality sparkling wine.
➤ [VSW] Will have to be championed by already recognized wineries from Ontario
for consumers to “trust” trying their sparkling [wines]. [We] Would likely need some
exposure in the form of a joint push by multiple wineries doing a “taste challenge”
or joint booth at a show or co-sponsored competition or feature in Vintages.
➤ Quality is there for the mineral styles, but still rare for the richer, toasty styles.
Prices are generally fair. The best wines are definitely coming out of Prince
Edward County. Hinterland is the only VQA producer with any name recognition.
➤ The price point of Ontario VQA sparkling tends to fall in the gap between
typical Cava and Prosecco at the low end, and entry-level Champagne. This can
create a more accessible up-sell when positioned properly to customers with the
appropriate wine.
11.8.2

LCBO Product Consultants

➤ Our customers are not aware of the quality level of VQA Sparkling Wine. Not
unlike the recent quality Sparkling wine explosion in England.
➤ Personally I believe [VSWs] are well made and good value and just need to be
promoted to the public.
➤ There are quite a few traditional method options available in VQA [SW]. High
quality production is reflected strongly in its taste profile.
➤ Much like differentiating and educating consumers about the differences between
historic German Riesling styles and off-dry Ontario Riesling, perception seems to be related
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to what was invented and produced decades ago, i.e. Baby Duck. Perhaps this
belief will change as younger customers who have no knowledge of the past history of
these commercial brands buy more sparkling wine. Younger consumers are much
more open-minded than baby boomers.
➤ If our winters continue being so harsh, it will be interesting to see what
happens to our vines and our yields.
➤ The quality is excellent and the stylistic similarities to strong international
styles need to be promoted to customers.
➤ I always use the line that many Ontario sparkling wines can out-Champagne
Champagne and almost always for less money.
➤ [VSWs are] Great quality products that need more consumer education to
compete in the marketplace. International recognition and accolades would help to
raise [VSW’s] consumer profile and market share.
➤ I don’t know why Ontario is not making more sparkling since our summers
sometimes cannot be the best so the grapes don’t ripen. So why aren’t we using that to our
advantage. Just like with all Ontario wines they are improving, they just need the
support and innovation.
➤ Great value compared to Champagne.
➤ The Italian customers I have don’t want Ontario sparkling wine, they want Italian
sparkling wine.
➤ We have very good examples of Ontario sparkling wines, and I think the category
will grow over the years.
➤ Some of the VQA sparkling wines are too austere and do not have the toasty
autolytic complexity of top quality Champagne. The prices of VQA sparkling wines
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seem out of balance compared with some good quality Crémant. However, in
many examples, VQA Sparkling wine surpasses price and quality of poor Champagne.
➤ Ontario makes some good sparkling but people don’t know about it.
➤ The VQA sparkling wines of high quality are difficult to get into stores, that
aren’t within the downtown cores top five [locations].
➤ Education is the key and we are failing badly.
➤ Unquestionably, Ontario produces top quality sparkling wines.
➤ Many customers do not understand the quality of VQA Ontario wines.
➤ I participated in a blind tasting of Ontario sparkling wines and Champagne. The Ontario
sparklers did exceptionally well. I taste the quality with [sic] the majority of Ontario
sparkling wines that I sample. We are well past the days of Baby Duck and have
moved into a more quality driven era.
➤ I generally feel we make excellent sparkling wines. Just specific to my location,
sparkling wine doesn’t sell very well. Period. What does sell when we do sell sparkling
is [sic] Asti and Spumante Bambino.
11.8.3

LCBO Buyers

➤ VQA Sparkling wine and VQA wine in general are much more marketable to our
younger consumers (the millennials). . . . Amongst our older (non-millennial) consumers
. . . they are not yet comfortable to purchase VQA as gifts or to present [VSW] to guests at
a party, as they fear public perception is that it is of poor quality.
➤ The price-quality relationship is excellent and Ontario sparkling provides excellent
value when compared to sparkling wines from other regions
➤ Cool climate region, ideal for sparkling wine: we can make Traditional Method
sparklers for half of the price of Champagne!
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➤ Like still wine, there is great variation among producers in terms of the quality of the
end product. I believe that Ontario wineries can produce top quality sparkling
wines that rival Champagne at a fraction of the cost. However many poor
quality sparkling wines are available. It will be difficult to grow the sparkling wine
category as a serious world stage competitor while lower quality sparkling wines are
continuing to be being produced and sold.
11.8.4

Ontario VSW Cellar Door

➤ In terms of style there is a great range here in Ontario (not one defined style). . .
➤ I believe our sparkling wines are underpriced and over-deliver quality to the
consumer. They are expensive to make but delicious. I believe the average consumer
is not aware nor appreciative of Ontario VQA sparkling wines as [the] focus has
been towards Riesling, Chards, Pinot Noirs, Cab Francs and Icewines.
➤ Love it - great value wines!

11.9

Selected Statements from the Qualitative Interviews

Note that these statements are transcribed from personal interviews. Minor attempts have
been made to correct language without affecting the core points being made.
11.9.1

Winemakers

➤ We really want to know what consumers think, because they are the end users.
... That’s what it comes down to, is the point of sale. A sommelier [or retailer] is the second
last person in the chain [and] their view of sparkling wine is useful [too].
➤ Sparkling wine [in Ontario] will grow but slowly. We do not have the [level of]
consumption of sparkling wine like in Germany.
➤ For me Chardonnay is one of the most well-suited varieties to Niagara, along
with Riesling, which makes this [region] appropriate for sparkling wine production. . . .
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We have the right grapes [in the ground].
➤ We do have to work together. People don’t know Canada produces wines outside
of Icewine.
➤ Everyone coming from outside of Canada thinks sparkling wine makes sense here:
there is a unanimity in terms of terroir, climate, and varieties.
➤ What three things are we were going to hang our hats on in ten years’ time? [In terms of
grape varieties] it will be Chardonnay, Riesling, Gamay, Pinot Noir and Cab Franc
as the foundation of quality and consistency year in year out: others need more
commitment. Cab Sauv and Merlot have their challenges, while the other five are [always]
good, though Gamay never gets respect.
➤ [One focus] has been on finding a name for sparkling wine for Canada: many [names] are
horrendous, none have been truly good. I think we need to improve the quality of
the wine first, from vineyard to bottle, then after that think about what we are
going to call it. Producers want a fast track. We are too early for worrying about a name
for Ontario sparkling wine since the wine has to come first.
➤ How do we create a flagship product? Define it as what you do well . . . what
grows from the ground up.
➤ With sparkling wine, you can’t just cowboy it: a dedicated program is required.
This concerns [me] with so many new entrants into the category.
➤ If there are limitations to growth [in Ontario] it is market access and limited
retailer choice. Unconstrained, what the market wants is (up to) $15-17 retail price range
sparkling.
➤ Traditional Method [is the best for us] but Prosecco’s great success, cash flow
and

fruitiness [as well

as bottling on
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demand] . . .

is a huge

advantage.

➤ The domestic market needs to be conquered first, then export. Few other producing
regions succeed in export without solving domestic first.
➤ VQA sparkling is the right wine, in fact the only wine (except Icewine) which we in
Ontario can make very well year in, year out, and be accepted for quality. The challenge
is consumers, and explaining to them [the value of] Traditional Method versus Charmat.
. . . Sommeliers need to be won over [with] more premium wines of more consistent quality.
➤ It is very expensive to make a single pallet of sparkling wine: without production
scaled up, there isn’t much opportunity for profit.
➤ [The] LCBO monopoly controls our market. We are a bit stuck sometimes in terms of price
and other things. There is huge competition in Ontario versus other origins and
price points as well, even if you have high quality.
➤ [The] challenge is to grow and be consistent from year to year. We want to manage
everything perfectly, and that hasn’t happened yet.
➤ We started making Charmat method to appeal to a broader consumer base, and
also to provide a lower price point.
➤ We don’t want to fight competition; international [exports] could help, but really the
market is domestic. And more producers will mean only more competition.
➤ We are focused on the cellar door. Our cost of production is really high, and our
wines are expensive in a world context. . . . We also have a loyal Ontario following, so I don’t
have reason to go beyond [the Ontario market].
➤ There is a huge demographic shift. I don’t see many customers over 40 in the
summer. It is partly generational: the younger generation is the trajectory, while the older
group remembers the Baby Duck and so on.
➤ I cannot think of a great name [for VSW]. Thinking about how I’m going to
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compete with Prosecco is time wasted. [Instead] Spend your time focused on quality
and the rest will take care of itself - make your wines better somehow. There is always room
in the world for the best, as long as you are not delusional about what is good.
11.9.2

Researchers / Other Industry Experts

➤ In the UK there is not one producer of Charmat method. Why? Climate and costs.
➤ We can without a doubt produce [high] quality sparkling wine in terms of pH, acidity, flavours,
etc. But can we make a name for ourselves? We have the Icewine identity but it is
very sweet and not everyone [wants sweet].
➤ [10 or 20 years from now] we’ll be making more [sparkling wine] with climate
change increasing . . . I’d like to not see sparkling wine as a fallback [style] in a bad year,
so we’ll make more sparkling wine then.
➤ In Ontario we haven’t got any one [sparkling wine] style that stands out [and
which] a significant number of producers are making.
➤ People are trying to be different, but being different is not always a good thing. Being
‘unique’ is a different word and that can bring broad and sustainable growth. . . .
We do not have to follow the example of any particular region. We do not [yet]
know where to go; we are still at the beginning.
➤ There needs to be an element of differentiation. . . . Consumers, including the
millennials can be educated [about wine] and they should be.
➤ [In Canada] we don’t regionally differentiate . . . there is no specialization here in Ontario.
Compare this to the vast difference between Franciacorta and Prosecco, [two] very different
styles. In Canada my worry is we will be tarred by the same brush. . . . People
will be miffed if you buy a Canadian sparkling wine and then six months later
you buy another Canadian sparkling wine and it is totally different in style or
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quality.
11.9.3

Marketers / Sales Agents

➤ In terms of local trends, Prosecco is number one, with [some] residual sugar and a
very forgiving fruity style.
➤ The true value that lies in Ontario sparkling [wine] isn’t clear to the local consumer ... at this stage. ... We need to make it clear that we can produce Traditional
Method sparkling wine on a world class level.
➤ [There is] limited understanding and awareness. Competitive blind tastings seeking
validation from the outside through media coverage could be a key tactic.
➤ Sparkling is so consumer positive . . . People will drink their preferred table wine,
but everyone is open to drinking [sparkling wine] as a Thursday night wine. This
was not true even ten years ago, when sparkling wine was still just a celebration wine. Now
sparkling wine is a sipping wine for everyday consumption.
➤ Being only for gifting or special occasions for Icewine is a limitation. It is also
polarizing with food. It is so rich and will never be an everyday wine, also due to price.
But sparkling wine can get beyond this and fit into many more occasions.
➤ The opportunity for sparkling wine is even greater than the current trend, as
more people consider wine as an everyday drink.

And that usage perception will

change. . . . Now sparkling wine is a part of everyday life. Plus if you believe your country
does something well you are more likely to support it.
➤ [In the New World except] with Cap Classique . . . where else is there a [unique,
branded] name for sparkling wine?

Whether [with] geography or production, you do

need to root the product in something, and we do need a name for it. We call it sparkling,
the consumers call it Champagne. We do need a name, which needs to be pronounceable
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and understandable.
➤ A credibility statement needs to be made. For me it is whether the right, classic grape
varieties for sparkling can be produced in the region being considered. I take this example
from Donald Ziraldo, who insisted that the right match [between region, variety and style]
had to be made.
➤ A “signature” concept only works if the main grape varieties are producing the right quality
and in large enough volumes . . . we are going nowhere if the volumes are minuscule,
lacking critical mass.
➤ Marketing the broader aspect of the category is the next step. Sparkling has been
viewed as a celebratory wine, but with younger consumers coming into the category, the
new trend is to drink a glass of sparkling in the afternoon, casually. This is where the welltraveled, younger set use sparkling . . . broadening its uses, and reclassifying it away from
just a special occasion wine.
➤ Cool climate is the unifying factor and the narrowing factor.
➤ [Would a unique name for VSW be required?] If all producers were to lead with just “Canadian Sparkling Wine” on the label, nothing more fancy than that may be required.
➤ We [see] large volumes of consumers [at our winery], who have a penchant for wine, and
VQA sparkling wine is a lead wine we use in the tasting room.
➤ There is no quality issue here. And nine to ten years out of ten, the right conditions
exist for quality sparkling wine production [in Ontario].
➤ Imports will always nip at the heels of the local industry here. . . . The [Ontario
wine] industry needs to join hands. . . . We are still in the building phase and not yet mature.
➤ “Canadian Sparkling Wine” could be hard to ask for. Neater to ask for [it] in a simple,
delightful name.

No New World sparkling wine region has done this, with exception of
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maybe Cap Classique. Who can help create this? [I think] you almost want it to come out
of slang. Crissy Rosé. Not the right example, but that’s the right idea.
11.9.4

Media / Influencers / Other

➤ [The next big thing may be] Ontario sparkling wine. Why? The climate is conducive;
soils tend to be similar to Champagne, especially on the benchlands; and [for the] consumer,
versatility with food [is a plus] and consumers are understanding the product better; sparkling
wine overall, that is.
➤ There are maybe 400,000 acres of Chardonnay in the world. Ours emulate other styles;
[not quite a] carbon copy, that’s great. But if you really want to make an identity,
sparkling wine is a better place to go to.
➤ We do need some form of naming convention. Because Canadian sparking wine
is still considered by some to be [synonymous with] Baby Duck, and that is not
a good legacy.
➤ Are we trying to make cheap and cheerful, or serious Champagne look alikes?
We need to decide and match styles to those very different types - there is room for both
- and follow those rules.
➤ We should concentrate more on local markets. So far [Ontario wine marketing] program dollars are spent on outside market focus, but we haven’t yet conquered the local
market. . . . If we don’t tap into [local], we are missing our core opportunity.
➤ I think a sweet spot [for sparkling wine] is in the relatively lower end: $17.95 –
$30 category. In this area, that is lower-end. Though [Henry of Pelham’s] Cuvee Catharine
is [considered] a bit pricy for many consumers at $29.95.
➤ Prosecco, Sekt, Cava [are in a sweet-spot] price point. And Crémant. [For the
consumer] I don’t think there is enough New World sparkling wine on the market to have
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created a general impression, except for the local renditions. The New World has very little
presence within the sparkling wine category. ... There is very little consumer awareness.
➤ As far as New World wines go, a lot of consumers see Canadian and particularly
Ontario sparkling wine as good value, especially when compared to Champagne. Those
who appreciate Champagne understand this. Cuvee Catharine has had success because of a
premium price, and it is a bit of a flagship within Canada, [earning] a certain respect. It
is difficult in this market to garner respect for a Canadian wine.
11.9.5

Retailers / Buyers

➤ Millennials are the big nut here, since we can’t know exactly where they are
headed. . . . [We] need consumers to interact with your products and come out with a
positive experience, which is the key. . . . Hook them into the local concept. Only Ontario
has this within Ontario, by definition.
➤ As long as you offer good price/value in whatever price bracket you are playing in, and
consumers have a good experience with that, they will come back and the business will get
stronger . . . I feel Ontario is in a very good position going forward.
➤ I think [VSW] is playing a prominent role [in our market] though not numerically,
yet. It’s premium.

...

You don’t think Ontario wine [overall] is a bargain, but in a

comparative context . . . Ontario VQA sparkling wine is a great deal. [That’s] unique to our
big guns [in terms of varieties/styles].
➤ Why do you want sparkling wine? Occasions. [There are] many occasions [suited to
SW], and that’s different to other wines. [It’s] not just for celebration. Every day, summer,
après dinner. Way more [options] compared to Icewine.
➤ Education is critical. People are fascinated by learning about wine, they want to ask
experts. Impart passion to other people, and take away the fear of making a mistake.
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➤ Self-confidence [is needed and] other than Icewine we haven’t focused on export.
Sparkling wine is now so small, we need to scale up before export can be a major concern.
11.9.6

Sommeliers / On Trade

➤ Quality and access to higher quality [VQA] products is way better [than in the
past]. Consumers are [more] open minded. . . . [the] time is now in Ontario for us to start
honing in on what varieties we do best, and moving away from those that don’t do so well.
. . . The reality of our terroir. What we do best, makes most sense.
➤ From a somm perspective . . . [Ontario VQA] competes with the Old World, and
[especially] with France.
➤ Sparkling wine [overall] plays a pretty important role in our restaurant. It is often
the start of a tasting menu. . . . SW consumption continues to rise globally . . . [and] seems
to be drunk more and more. Ontario producers should be on this train.
➤ The current state of the VQA wine industry in Ontario is two-fold. People are way more
optimistic than ten years ago. There is a groundswell of interest in VQA, allied
to the locavore movement, for quality Ontario wines. Secondly, there is an eagerness
by consumers to learn the stories behind the wineries. ... You see great examples of that, for
example, in Prince Edward County: it was not on the map ten years ago. ...The millennial
demographic is eager for authenticity and supporting their own.
➤ I have a bit of a bias: VQA is not overpriced, you have to understand the additional
capital costs and everything else involved in making wine here. People will still buy a [lower]
value bottle of Argentinean wine, but while they are there [in the store] they will pick up a
bottle of VQA. As long as you tell the story, there is a very [broad] public market
for

VQA.
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➤ VQA can bring newcomers into the [wine] category. You are not targeting the priceconscious consumer, however; you are paying attention to those interested in a journey and
those who want a connection with the wine.

11.10

Correlation Analysis Conducted: Summary Tables

Figure 11.5 – Correlation chart: level of industry experience and VQA wine confidence
level (all respondents)

Figure 11.6 – Correlation chart:
success (all respondents)

confidence in VQA success and confidence in VSW
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11.11

Best-selling price bands: LCBO Sale of Data (“SOD”) as of May
2015

Figure 11.7 – Best-selling price bands Retail and On Trade (all wines total)
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